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SUMMARY In this paper, we study approximate point subset match
(APSM) problem with minimum RMSD score under translation, rotation,
and one-to-one correspondence in d-dimension. Since this problem seems
computationally much harder than the previously studied APSM problems
with translation only or distance evaluation only, we focus on speed-up of
exhaustive search algorithms that can find all approximate matches. First,
we present an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm using a novel lower
bound function of the minimum RMSD score for the enumeration version
of APSM problem. Then, we modify this algorithm for the optimization
version. Next, we present another algorithm that runs fast with high proba-
bility when a set of parameters are fixed. Experimental results on real 3-D
molecular data sets showed that our branch-and-bound algorithm achieved
significant speed-up over the naive algorithm still keeping the advantage of
generating all answers.
key words: 3D point set matching, RMSD, geometric transformation, one-
to-one correspondence, branch and bound, probabilistic analysis

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The approximate point set matching (APSM) is one of the
fundamental problems in computer science, while it plays
important roles in many application areas including molecu-
lar biology, image retrieval, pattern recognition, music infor-
mation retrieval, and geographic information systems [12].
For every d ≥ 1, the d-dimensional approximate point set
matching problem considered in this paper can be described
as follows. An input consists of a data set T and a pattern
set P of n and k points in Rd , respectively, and a positive
integer r > 0, called distance threshold. The task is finding
some point subset Q ⊆ T of k data points that are similar to
P ⊆ Rd w.r.t. a given distance measure under some transfor-
mation f , such as translation and rotation, and under some
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correspondence π between the elements of two sets.
In molecular biology, for instance, such an algorithm

for solving 3-D APSM can be used to predict the unknown
function of a given target protein with known structure. To
do this, we search a database of proteins with known func-
tions for structurally similar proteins that may indicate the
unknown function. In real molecular databases, individual
data entry of molecules in a database may contain measure-
ment errors, and may have different origin, coordinate, and
numbering of data points from data to data. Therefore, a
point set matching algorithm should have capability of find-
ing approximation matches, and moreover should be tolerant
under translation, rotation, and also 1-1 correspondence be-
tween points. For this reason, we focus on point set matching
of this kind.

1.2 Related work

APSM and its variants have been extensively studied for
many years (See survey [12, 16]). Our version of APSM
problem in this paper is equipped with full of invariance
requirements, that is, all of invariance under rotation, trans-
lation, and 1-1 correspondence. However, this invariance
makes the problem computationally much harder than the
previously studied APSM problems. Most of previous theo-
retical results on efficient APSM problems with rigid motion
seem to fall into two categories: one is an APSM prob-
lem [2] for finding a data subset that matches the pattern set,
and another is the congruence problem [3] that detects the
congruence between two point sets of the same size.

In the first category, for point subset matching,
de Rezende and Lee [8] presented O(knd) time exact match-
ing algorithm for d ≥ 2 under rigid motion and global scal-
ing. However, it seems difficult to extend their algorithm for
approximate matching. For approximate point subset match-
ing, Goodrich et al. [10], and later Cho and Mount [6], pre-
sented simple constant approximation algorithms for d = 2, 3
under directed Hausdorff distance based on aligning pairs of
points. Although this algorithm has quadratic time complex-
ity in n, it only has constant approximation ratio larger than
three [6]. On the hardness, Akutsu [1] showed that the exact
point subset match problem under rigid motion is NP-hard
when d is not bounded. In the second category, Alt et al. [3]
presented an algorithm for the congruence problem under
rigid motion that runs in O(nd−2 log n) time in d dimension.
Akutsu [1] improved this by presenting O(n(d−1)/2 log n) time
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Monte-Carlo type randomized algorithm.
The selection of distance score gives another dimension

to the APSM problem. In this paper, we consider the min-
imum root-mean-square deviation score (minimum RMSD
score) between point sets, which is widely used similarity
score in molecular biology [5]. This score requires that
there is a 1-1 correspondence π between a transformed set
f (P) and Q such that the square root of the mean squared
Euclidean distances between each point p in f (P) and its
counterpart q in Q is within a given threshold r , that is,

r ≥ min
π

min
f

!"
1
n

n#
i=1

| | f (pi) − qπ(i) | |2 (1)

for some candidate subset Q ⊆ T . This minimum RMSD
score resembles the directed approximate congruence [3]
between two k-point sets except that the latter requires that
there is a 1-1 correspondence that maps each point in f (P) to
its counterpart q in Q within distance ε. In other words, the
distance between f (P) and Q is measured in L2-norm in our
problem, while it is measured in L∞-norm in [3]. Overall,
from the above discussions, most of the previous results on
APSM do not apply to our problem.

1.3 Research goal

In this paper, we consider the approximate 3-D point set
matching problem with respect to the minimum RMSD score
under rotation, translation, and 1-1 correspondence, abbre-
viated as APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD). In addition,we are
also interested in finding all approximate matches as well
as finding optimal one. A straightforward approach to solve
this problem is to use exhaustive search, which enumerates
all candidate point subsets of T and all 1-1 correspondences
between a pattern and a subset of a data set. In practice, how-
ever, a serious problem with this exhaustive search approach
is its exact exponential time complexity. Since the method
must exactly enumerate all of

$n
k

%
= nΘ(k) combination of k

data points in T , it always takes nΘ(k) time visiting the leaves
of the search tree regardless of the content of input sets.

1.4 Main results of this paper

To overcome this difficulty, in Sec. 3, we study branch-
and-bound algorithms for solving various versions of the
APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) problem.

First, in Sec. 3.2, we consider the enumeration version
of the APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) problem. For this prob-
lem, we present an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm,
called MatchFast. Given a data set T of n points, a pattern
set P of k points, and a real number r ≥ 0, the algorithm
finds all approximate matches from P to subsets of T within
threshold r by systematically enumerating all 1-1 correspon-
dences from the pattern prefix of i points to candidate subsets
of i data points by increasing their sizes i = 1, . . . , k based
on recursive computation. At each iteration, it tests if the
current candidate prefix of size i < k satisfies a given lower

bound function, and then prune the search if the test failed.
As a key of the algorithm, we show that the proposed

lower bound function is sound in the sense that it cannot
prune any successful search branches. As a consequence,
the obtained algorithm can make early pruning depending
on the content of input data although its worst case time
complexity still remains nO(k).

Next, in Sec. 3.3, we consider the optimization version
of APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) problem. Based on the
algorithm MatchFast above, we present a modified branch-
and-bound algorithm for solving the optimization version of
the problem using dynamic update of the threshold r that
keeps track of the minimum distance found so far.

In Sec. 4, we study the problem from theoretical point
of view in the framework of average case analysis. We
present a fixed-parameter-tractable style algorithm [9] that
runs particularly fast in terms of the data set size n when
the parameters, namely, the size k and radius ℓ of a pattern
set, and the distance threshold r are fixed. For each data
point, the algorithm forms a small sample set consisting of
all data points within some fixed distance, and then applies
any APSM algorithm to the sample set. Assuming the spatial
Poisson process [14] in R3 for generation of data points, we
show that the algorithm runs in O(n logk n) time and O(log n)
space with high probability for fixed parameters.

Finally, we show the experimental results on real data
sets of 3-D molecules to test the proposed branch-and-bound
algorithm for the enumeration and optimization versions of
APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) problem. Experimental re-
sults showed that the proposed algorithms were one to two
order of magnitude faster than the straightforward exhaus-
tive search algorithm. Hence, our lower bound function and
pruning technique achieve significant speed-up of approxi-
mate 3-D point subset matching.

1.5 Organization of this paper

In Sec. 2, we introduce the basic definitions and notations
related to the approximate point subset matching problem
with the minimum RMSD under translation, rotation, and 1-
1 correspondence. First in Sec. 3, we present the branch-and-
bound algorithm using lower bound function over candidate
prefixes. In particular, Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 present efficient
algorithms for the enumeration and optimization problems,
respectively. In Sec. 4, we present the fixed-parameter-style
algorithm and gives analysis of its complexity. Sec. ?? shows
experimental results. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper and
discusses the future work.

2. Preliminaries

We give brief review of basic concepts and notations in
geometry [7]. Then, we introduce our point subset matching
problem.
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2.1 Basic definitions

We denote by R and N the sets of all real numbers and
integers, respectively. For any integer i, j ≥ 1 (i ≤ j),
the notation [i.. j] denotes the consecutive integer inter-
val {i, . . . , j} ⊆ N. For a real-valued k-vector Q =
(q1, . . . , qk) ∈ Rk , we denote its L2- and L∞-norms by
L2(Q) =

& 1
k

'
i |qi |2

(1/2 and L∞(Q) = maxi |qi |. For any
k-vector Q, we have the inequality 1

k1/2 L∞(Q) ≤ L2(Q) ≤
L∞(Q). For a matrix or a vector A, A⊤ denotes the transpose
of A.

Let d ≥ 1 be the dimension of the space. In this paper,
we consider the 3-D spaceR3, but all the results also apply to
the d-dimensional space for every fixed d ≥ 1. An element
p = (p1, . . . , pd)⊤ ∈ Rd of the spaceRd is called a point. The
Euclidean distance (or distance, for short) between points p
and q is given by the L2-norm | |p − q | | = L2(p − q).

For a point sequence S = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ (Rd)k of length
k in Rd and any 0 ≤ i ≤ k, we define the i-prefix of S
as the subsequence S[1..i] = (s1, . . . , si) consisting of the
first i points of S. A point set is an unordered collection
T = {t1, . . . , tn} of points in the space. We define the size of
T by the number of its elements |T | = n. In what follows, we
represent a set as a point sequence by assuming some fixed
ordering of the elements. For any k ≥ 0, a point set P is a
k-point set (or k-set, for short) if |P | = k.

2.2 The minimum RMSD score for k-point sets

From now on, we introduce the distance score MinRMSD
between two k-point sets under translation, rotation and 1-1
correspondence.

Let P = {p1, . . . , pk} and Q = {q1, . . . , qk} be two k-
point sets in R3. In what follows, we assume an arbitrary
fixed ordering over the indices since the following discussion
does not depend on this choice of ordering. Based on this,
we often regard P and Q as point sequences by assuming
underlying ordering. We first try to align the points in P
with the points in π(Q) = {Qπ(1), . . . ,Qπ(k)} permuted by
a 1-1 correspondence π between P and Q, that is, any 1-1
mapping π over indices so that pi and qπ(i) correspond each
other. We denote by O the class of all 1-1 correspondences
over {1, . . . , k}.

A geometric transformation is any 1-1 mapping f :
Rd → Rd over d-dim space [3,7]. An an isometry (or a rigid
motion) is a transformation generated by any combination
of translation, rotation, and reflection. In other words, a
rigid motion is a transformation that does not change the
distance. We can easily see that matching for P under rigid
motion can be reduced to matching for P and its reflection
P under translation and rotation only [3]. Thus, we mean
by isometry any transformation generated by translation and
rotation otherwise stated. We denote by RT the class of all
compositions of rotations and translations. It is well known
that any transformation f inRT is obtained by application of

one d×d rotation matrix R ∈ Rd×d and one d-dim translation
vector v ∈ Rd such that f (p) = R p + v for any point p ∈
Rd (See [3]). For a k-set P = {p1, . . . , pk}, we extend f
by f (P) = { f (p1), . . . , f (pk)} = {R p1, . . . , R pk} = R P
assuming the correspondence. In what follows, we identify
a transformation f in RT with the associated pair (R, v) of
a rotation matrix and a translation vector if it is clear from
context.

Let P = (p1, . . . , pk) and Q = (q1, . . . , qk) be k-subsets
of points in Rd , represented as k-vectors of points assum-
ing some ordering of points. For such k-sets P and Q, the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between P and Q, de-
noted by RMSD(P,Q), is defined as the square root of the
mean squared Euclidean distances between the correspond-
ing pairs of points | |pi − qi | | for i = 1, . . . , k. Then, the
minimum root-mean-square deviation under 1-1 correspon-
dences and the class RT of rotations and translations, de-
noted by MinRMSD(P,Q), is defined as the minimum value
of the RMSD score between f (P) and π(Q) over all 1-1
correspondences π and all transformations in RT . That is,

MinRMSD(P,Q) = min
π

min
f

!)"
1
k

k#
i=1

| | f (pi) − qπ(i) | |2,

(2)

where π ranges over all 1-1 correspondences over {1, . . . , k}
in O, and f ranges over all transformations fR,v in RT
specified by a rotation R and a translation v in d-dim space.

If the correspondence π is already specified, it is
known that the optimal transformation f in RT minimiz-
ing RMSD(P, π(Q)) can be computed in linear time in fixed
d ≥ 1 [11, 15] by applying singular value decomposition
(SVD) after aligning the centroids of P and π(Q), respec-
tively. See [15] for details. In contrast, such a linear time
procedure does not seem to be known for Hausdorff distance.

2.3 Approximate point subset matching problem

Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n be any positive integers. A data set and a
pattern set are sets T = {t1, . . . , tn} and P = {p1, . . . , pk}
of points in Rd , respectively. Each member of P (Q, resp.)
is called a data point (a pattern point, resp.). A distance
threshold is any positive real number r > 0. A match
for pattern set P w.r.t. r is any k-subset Q of T such that
MinRMSD(P,Q) ≤ r holds.

Now, we state our approximate pattern matching prob-
lem as follows. A candidate k-subset in T is any k-subset
of T . In what follows, G, C, and D the class of geomet-
ric transformations, the class of correspondences, and a
distance score in Rd . We will mainly consider the class
G = {trans,rot} of rigid motions, the class C = {1-1} of 1-1
correspondences, and the distance measure RMSD.

First, we define the enumeration version of the APSM
problem, that finds all 1-1 correspondence π and transforma-
tion f whose RMSD( f (P), π(Q)) does not exceeds a given
threshold r .
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Algorithm 1 A naive algorithm for solving the enumeration
version of 3-D APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) problem using
exhaustive search
1: procedure MatchNaive(P, T, r)

Input: A text point set T [1..n]，a pattern point set P[1..k]，a real
number r > 0.
Output: All matchings of P in T with minimum RMSD score no
larger than r .

2: FindNaive((), 0, |P |, |T |, P, T );

3: procedure FindNaive(Q = (q1, . . . , qi ), i, k, n, P, T )
4: if i = k then ◃ Q becomes a k-subset
5: if MinRMSD(P,Q) ≤ r then
6: Report Q as a match;
7: return;
8: for j := 1, . . . , n do
9: if T [j] ! Q then

10: R := (q1, . . . , qi, qi+1 :=T [j]); ◃ Append a new data point
11: FindNaive(R, i + 1, k, n, P, T ); ◃ Recursive call

Definition 1 (APSM-ENUM(G, C; D) problem): The enu-
meration version of approximate point subset matching prob-
lem with distance score D under G and C is defined as fol-
lows: Given a data set T ⊆ Rd of n points, a pattern set
P ⊆ Rd of k points, and a non-negative real number r ≥ 0,
the task is to find all matches Q ⊆ T of k data points such
that D( f (P), π(Q)) ≤ r for some transformation f ∈ G and
some correspondence π ∈ C.

Next, we give the definition of the optimization ver-
sion of the APSM problem that finds a 1-1 correspon-
dence π and transformation f in Q that minimizes the score
RMSD( f (P), π(Q)).
Definition 2 (APSM-OPT(G, C; D) problem): The optimiza-
tion version of approximate point set matching problem with
distance score D under G and C is defined as follows: Given
a data set T ⊆ Rd of n points and a pattern set P ⊆ Rd of
k points, the task is to find best match Q ⊆ T of k data
points, transformation f ∈ G, and correspondence π ∈ C
that minimize the score RMSD( f (P), π(Q)).

We can also define the decision version of the APSM
problem, denoted APSM-MEMB(G, C; D), which asks if
there exists some f ∈ G, π ∈ C, and Q ⊆ T such that
MinRMSD( f (P), π(Q)) ≤ r . In what follows, we will re-
fer to the problems APSM-ENUM, APSM-OPT, and APSM-
MEMB as the enumeration, optimization, and membership
version of the APSM problem, respectively.

In Sec. 3.2, we mainly focus our attention on the enu-
meration version of the ASPM problem, while we can con-
vert such an algorithm to one for the optimization and mem-
bership versions of the problem in the same worst case time
and space. In Sec. 3.3, we will further discuss a faster al-
gorithm specialized for the optimization version by using
adaptive update of the distance threshold r .

2.4 A naive algorithm for APSM

As the basis of our discussion, we show in Algorithm 1 the

naive exhaustive search algorithm for APSM(trans, rot, 1-1;
RMSD) problem in knΘ(k) time in R3. In this algorithm, the
subprocedure FindNaive starts with the empty prefix Q = ()
and i = 0. Then, it recursively traverses the search space of
i-candidate prefixes Q = Q[1..i] from smaller to larger for
all i = 0, . . . , k, where each Q[1..i] represents an ordered set
of i data points {Q[1], . . . ,Q[i]} = {T[π(1)], . . . ,T[π(i)]}
with 1-1 correspondence π : [1..i] → [1..n] from the in-
dices of the i-prefix P[1..i] to those of T . At each iteration,
it grows the current candidate prefix by appending a new
data point from T \Q[1..i]. Whenever the condition |Q | = k
holds, it tests if the condition MinRMSD(P[1..i],Q[1..i]) =
minπ:1−1 min f ∈RT RMSD( f (P[1..i]), π(Q[1..i])) ≤ r in lin-
ear time in k assuming π as mentioned in Sec. 2.2. Since
each iteration takes O(k) time, the total running time is
O(ks) = knO(n) time, where s = nO(k) is the number of
all i-prefixes with i ≤ k. A serious problem with this algo-
rithm is that it cannot make early termination. Consequently,
it always takes knΘ(n) time regardless of the data content.

3. A faster point set matching algorithm with pruning

In this section, we discuss speed-up of the naive algorithm
in the previous section. We present an efficient point set
matching algorithm MatchFast based on branch-and-bound
search with early pruning.

3.1 A sound lower bound function for RMSD

The basic idea of our algorithm is using a lower bound func-
tion LB of MinRMSD score to make early pruning of un-
successful branches. We design the lower bound function
LB such that for any candidate i-prefix Q = Q[1..i] consist-
ing of i ≤ k data points, LB(P[1..i],Q[1..i]) > r implies
MinRMSD(P, R) for any k-subset R = R[1..k] of T that
is an extension of Q such that R[1..i] = Q[1..i]. Based
on this idea, we present a simple lower bound function for
MinRMSD that our branch-and-bound algorithm uses.

Theorem 1 (sound lower bound function): Let P and Q be
k-point sets as sequences. For any integer 1 ≤ i ≤ k, it holds
that

MinRMSD(P,Q)

≥
*
i
k

+1/2
MinRMSD(P[1..i],Q[1..i]) (3)

Proof 1: Consider the sum of squared distances
SSD(P,Q) :=

'k
i=1 | | fR,v(P[i]) − Q[i]| |2. Suppose that

we append a pair of new points P[i] and Q[i] to P
and Q, resp. Then, we see that the minimum of
SSD( f (P[i]),Q[i]) over all transformations f is larger than
or equal to the sum of the squared distance | |P[i] −
Q[i]| |2 and the minimum of SSD( f ′(P[i − 1]),Q[i −
1]) over all f ′ in RT. Since the minimum of
SSD( f (P[i]),Q[i]) over all f equals k · (MinRMSD(P,Q))2,
we have the equality k · MinRMSD(P[1..k],Q[1..k])2 ≥
i ·MinRMSD(P[1..i],Q[1..i])2 (∗). By taking the square root
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Algorithm 2 A faster branch-and-bound algorithm for solv-
ing the enumeration version of 3-D APSM(trans, rot, 1-1;
RMSD) problem using a lower bound function of the RMSD
score
1: procedure MatchFast(P, T, r)
2: FindFast((), 0, |P |, |T |, P, T );
3: procedure FindFast(Q = (q1, . . . , qi ), i, k, n, P, T ) ◃ candidate

prefix Q
4: if i = k then ◃ Q becomes a k-subset
5: if MinRMSD(P,Q) ≤ r then
6: Report Q as a match;
7: for j := 1, . . . , n do
8: if T [j] ! Q then then continue;
9: R := (q1, . . . , qi, qi+1 :=T [j]); ◃ Append a new data point

10: if (i/k)1/2MinRMSD(P[1..i + 1], R) > r then
11: continue; ◃ Pruning
12: FindFast(R, i + 1, k, n, P, T ); ◃ Call itself recursively

of the both side of (*), the theorem follows. ✷

3.2 An efficient algorithm for enumeration problem

From Theorem 1, we propose the following lower bound
function.

Definition 3 (a lower bound function for the RMSD score):
Given any integer 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and two k-sets P and Q of points
in R3, we define the lower bound function LB by

LB(P[1..i],Q[1..i]) (4)
:= (i/k)1/2MinRMSD(P[1..i],Q[1..i]), (5)

where P[1..i] and Q[1..i] are the i-prefices of P and Q.

Based on this lower bound function, we present in
Algorithm 2 an efficient point subset matching algorithm
MatchAllFast with the modified subprocedure FindFast.
At each iteration, it searches for all i-prefixes as in the same
manner as the naive algorithm does except that it makes the
test the current candidate i-prefix Q[1..i] at Line 11 based on
the lower bound function LB, and prunes the search when
the test failed. From Theorem 1, this pruning is sound with-
out eliminating any successful branches. Furthermore, the
test at Line 8 ensures to avoid duplicated enumeration of the
same 1-1 correspondence. From the above discussion, we
have the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2 (correctness and time complexity of MatchFast):
The algorithm MatchFast in Algorithm 2 correctly solves
the enumeration version of APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD),
the approximate 3-D point set matching problem with min-
imum RMSD score under rotation, translation, and 1-1 cor-
respondence, and runs in O(

$n
k

%
k)) = nO(k)k time, where n

and k are the sizes of data and pattern sets, respectively.

Although the worst case time complexity of MatchAll-
Fast still remains nO(k)k time, it can make early termination
depending on the content of an input data.

3.3 A modified algorithm for optimal matching problem

In this subsection, we present a modified algorithm for the
optimization version of the APSM problem that runs faster
than the straightforward extension of Algorithm 2 in Sec. 3.2.

It is not hard to see that we can solve the optimization
version of APSM problem by modifying Algorithm 2 such
that it uses an unbounded distance threshold, say, r = ∞, and
it records the best solution found so far during the search.
Since this simple modification does not utilize the pruning
by the lowerbound function LB at all, it have to traverse all
of nΘ(k) candidate sets exhaustively.

Instead, we use an idea of adaptive revision of the dis-
tance threshold r for the RMSD score during the search as
follows. In what follows, we denote our modified algorithm
by MatchFastOpt.

During the search, the algorithm MatchFastOpt main-
tains the best RMSD score r̂ found so far as an invariant. At
the same time, this value r̂ is used as the maximum dis-
tance threshold r for the RMSD score in the algorithm. The
algorithm MatchFastOpt works as follows.

In MatchFastOpt, it starts with initializing global vari-
ables r̂ and Q̂ by the following code before Line 2 of Algo-
rithm 2.

global variables r̂ , Q̂;
1: r̂ := ∞;
2: Q̂ := UNDEF;

Then, it recursively invokes the recursive subprocedure
FindFast. In FindFast, the pruning is done as before using
the current best RMSD value r̂ instead of the fixed parameter
r by replacing Line 10 of Algorithm 2 with the following
code.

1: if (i/k)1/2MinRMSD(P[1..i + 1], R) > r̂ then
2: continue; ◃ Pruning

In FindFast, when a new k-subset Q with strictly
smaller RMSD value than r̂ is found, we update the cur-
rent best RMSD value r̂ and the best match Q̂ with the newly
found values. This is done by replacing the output code at
Line 6 of Algorithm 2 with the following code.

1: if MinRMSD(P,Q) < r̂ then
2: r̂ := MinRMSD(P,Q); ◃ update the best score
3: Q̂ := Q; ◃ update the best solution

We note that the above modification do not change the
correctness of the algorithm. We can show that at any time
point of the search, the modified algorithm, MatchFastOpt
does not prune any match Q with the minimum RMSD to
pattern set P smaller than the current best value r̂ . Conse-
quently, we have the next theorem.
Theorem 3 (correctness and time complexity of MatchFastOpt):
The modified algorithm MatchFastOpt correctly solves the
optimization version of APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD), and
runs in O(

$n
k

%
k)) = nO(k)k time, where n and k are the sizes

of data and pattern sets, respectively.
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4. A fixed-parameter-like algorithm using spatial con-
straint

In this section, we present the second modified algorithm
MatchFP, which is inspired by fixed-parameter tractable
algorithms [9], that is particularly fast for small patterns
on uniformly distributed data points. In the followings, let
d = 2, 3 be a fixed dimension, and θ = (k, r, ℓ) be the tuple of
parameters such that k and ℓ is the size and radius of pattern
P, r > 0 is a distance threshold, and ε > 0 is a positive
number explained later.

4.1 Basic idea

For any positive number ℓ > 0, we define the ball Bc,ℓ =
{ q ∈ Rd | | |q − c| | ≤ ℓ }. with radius ℓ > 0 centered at a
point c ∈ Rd , whose volume is |Bc,ℓ | = (4π/3)ℓ3 for d = 3.
Then, the radius of a point set P, denoted by radius(P), is the
minimum radius of the ball containing all points of P. The
maximum neighbor distance within a given ball B ⊆ Rd is
the maximum of the distance to the nearest neighbor of each
data point in B defined by ε = maxp∈B minq∈T | |p− q | | > 0.
The next lemma says that if there is a match between P and
some k-subset Q ⊆ T , such a candidate can be found in a
small ball around P when the size and radius of P, threshold
r , and the maximum neighbor distance are bounded.

Theorem 4 (Locality of match): Let P be any pattern set
with the center c ∈ Rd and radius ℓ > 0, and r > 0 be any
number. If RMSD( f (P),Q) ≤ r holds for some transforma-
tion f in RT and some candidate k-point set Q ⊆ T , then Q
must be contained within the ball centered at c′ = f (c) ∈ Rd
with radius

L = L(k, r, ℓ) := 2(k1/2r + ℓ) (6)

Proof 2: Let P = (pi)ki=1 and Q = (qi)ki=1. It is sufficient to
show | | f (c) − qi | | ≤ L holds for any i. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k be any
index. Note that | | f (c)−qi | | ≤ | | f (c)− f (pi)| |+ | | f (pi)−qi | |
(*) from the triangular inequation on L2-norm. First, we see
that | | f (c) − f (pi)| | ≤ ℓ since | |c − pi | | ≤ radius(P) = ℓ by
assumption. Next, by assumption, r ≥ RMSD( f (P),Q) =
L2( f (P)−Q) holds. Since L2(X) ≥ (1/k)1/2L∞(X) holds for
any k-vector X , we have L2( f (P)−Q) ≥ (1/k)1/2L∞( f (P)−
Q) ≥ (1/k)1/2 | | f (pi) − qi | |(∗∗). Multiplying the both side
of (**) by k1/2 ≥ 0, we have | | f (pi) − qi | | ≤ k1/2r . By
combining above arguments with (*), we have | | f (c)−qi | | ≤
ℓ+ k1/2r . Applying this formula again, we also see that f (c)
has the nearest data point tc ∈ T such that | |tc − f (c)| | ≤ ε
for ε := ℓ+ k1/2r . Thus, again from triangular inequality, we
have the result | |tc − f (pi)| | ≤ | |tc − f (c)| | + | | f (c) − qi | | ≤
ε + (ℓ + k1/2r) = L. ✷

In Algorithm 3, we present the algorithm MatchFP
for APSM(trans, rot, 1-1; RMSD) based on Theorem 4 that
runs particularly fast on uniformly distributed data points
for fixed parameter values θ = (k, r, ℓ). This algorithm

Algorithm 3 A fixed-parameter algorithm MatchFP that
solves the enumeration version of 3-D approximate PSM
with RMSD score under translation, rotation, and 1-1 corre-
spondence.
Given a data point etT , a pattern point set P, distance threshold r > 0, and
real number 0 < δ ≤ 1, the algorithm MatchFP executes the following
steps for each data point t in T :

• Step 1: Compute the set Tt of all data points in the ball Bt,L with
radius L = L(k, r, ℓ) := 2(k1/2r + ℓ).

• Step 2: Apply the algorithm MatchFast(Tt, P, r) in Sec. 3 to the
restricted data set Tc centered at t to find and output all matchings
Q ⊆ Tt within Tt .

first computes the parameter L = L(k, r, ℓ) according to
Theorem 4. Then, it works on iterations with each t among
n data points in T . In Step 1, it computes the local data set
Tt in O(polylog(n) × |Tt |) time using, e.g., the range tree
index [7]. In Step 2, the algorithm computes matchings on
Tt using MatchFast in Sec. 3 in t = O(N(Bt,L)k k) time and
s = O(N(Bt,L)) working space. Then, it repeats the above
process for all of n data point t.

Lemma 1: If L ≥ L(k, r, ℓ), then the algorithm MatchFP
in Algorithm 3 solves the 3-D APSM(trans, rot, 1-1;
RMSD) problem in t = O('t∈T N(Bt,L)k k) time and s =
O(maxt∈T N(Bt,L)) working space.

4.2 Probabilistic analysis

The spatial Poisson process (SPP, for short) with mean pa-
rameter λ > 0 [14] is a model of uniform distribution of
random points in Rd having density λ. In SPP, (S1) for
any ball B, the distribution of count N(B) obeys Poisson
distribution with mean λ |B | > 0, i.e., Pr(N(B) = k) =
((λ |B |)k/k!)e−λ |B | . Moreover, (S2) for any disjoint regions
A1, . . . , Am, N(A1), . . . , N(Am) are independent. Now, we
show the main theorem of this section which says that
MatchFP runs particularly fast when parameter k, r , and
ℓ are small constant over uniformly generated data sets.

Theorem 5: Suppose that data points are generated by SPP
with density λ > 0. We fix the following parameters θ =
(k, ℓ, r): the maximum size k > 0 and radius ℓ > 0 of a
pattern, a distance threshold r > 0. Then, for any δ > 0, the
following conditions holds:

For any data setT of n points of arbitrary radius and
any pattern set P of k points with radius at most
ℓ, if we set the radius of the local data set Tt to
be L = L(k, r, ℓ) in Theorem 4, then MatchFP in
Algorithm 3 solves the 3-D APSM(trans, rot, 1-1;
RMSD) problem in O(n logk n) time and O(log n)
working space with probability at least 1 − δ.

Proof 3: We give a proof sketch. By assumption of SPP,
for any ball BL = Bt,L , Pr(N(BL) = k) is given by Poisson
distribution with mean λ |BL | regardless of the location of
t. Let c > 0 be a number that will be specified later. From
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Lemma 1, we see that the algorithm has the claimed complex-
ity if the following situation does not happen; err∗: the local
set size |Ti | exceeds cλ |BL |. Assuming SPP, we can show
upper bounds of the failure probability Pr(err∗) as follows.
By applying tail bound for Poisson distribution to the union
bound, we can show that Pr(err∗) ≤ '

t∈T Pr{N(Bt,L) >
cλ |Bt,L |} = n · Pr{N(BL) > cλ |BL |} ≤ δ for some
c ≥ (1/λ |B |){− ln(δ)+ ln(n)+ ln(2)} = const(δ)+O(ln(n)).
From the above discussion, the local set size satisfies
|Ti | ≤ cλ |B | = O(ln(n)) with probability at least 1 − δ.
Hence, the theorem follows from Lemma 1. ✷

5. Experiments

In this section, we give experimental results on real point
data sets to evaluate the branch-and-bound algorithms for
the APSM problem proposed in Sec. 3. We consider both of
the enumeration and optimization versions of APSM.

5.1 Data

As data sets, we used 3-D point sets of protein molecu-
lar from an online protein database, RCSB Protein Data
Bank (PDB) †. Particularly, we used two structual variations
of a protein of influenza viruses in birds, called H5 Avian
Haemagglutinin. From the PDB database, we extracted one
variation called 1JSN for a data set, and another variation
called 1JSM for a pattern set. In the followings, the units of
length and distance are Å(=0.1nm = 1.0 × 10−10m).

For each parameter n up to 300, we formed a data
set T of size n by extracting a subset of n locations of Cα

carbon atoms in the first variation 1JSN, which give the
approximated skeleton of a part of the molecule, from 482
Cα atoms among 3737 atoms. In the resulting data set,
the radius of the proteins are around 60 Å, and the average
distance between neighbor atoms were 2.2 Å. For each k up
to 50, we formed a pattern set P of size k by selecting k
points from the begining of the second variation 1JSM.

5.2 Method

For the enumeration version, we implemented the naive al-
gorithm MatchNaive in Sec. 2 (naive) and the branch-and-
bound algorithm MatchFast in Sec. 3.2 (pruned）in C++
with Eigen linear algebra package ††. We also implemented
their optimization versions in Sec. 3.3. As the experimental
environment, we used a PC (CPU Intel Core i5 2.7 GHz，
8GB memory) and a C++ compiler (g++, Apple LLVM ver-
sion 6.0, clang-600.0.54) with -O3 option. In the experi-
ments, we measured running time over a trial as well as the
number of matches by varying input size n = |T |, pattern size
k = |P |, and distance threshold r . We used default values of
n = 100, k = 3, and r = 1.0 otherwise stated.

†http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/
††http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/
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Fig. 1: The number of matches varying input size n, where
r = 1.0, and k = 3 or 30.
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Fig. 2: The running time varying input size n, where r = 1.0,
and k = 3 or 30.

5.3 Results

We show the experimental results from Fig. 1 to Fig. 6.
Exp 1: Running time and the number of candidate

matches and true matches prefixes varying input data
size: In Fig. 1 and 2, we first show the numbers of visited
candidate matches and true matches, as well as the running
times by varying the data set size n from 30 to 300. From
Fig. 1, we observe that the proposed branch-and-bound algo-
rithm pruned could effectively reduce the number of visited
candidates by reduction rate from 60 to 90000 times com-
pared to naive due to the proposed lower bound function in
Sec. 3.1. From Fig. 2, we also observe that pruned success-
fully achieved 40 to 600 times speed-up over naive, which
seems propotional to the reduction of the number of candi-
dates.

Exp 2: Running time and the number of candidate
matches and true matches prefixes varying pattern size:
In Fig. 3 and 4, we show the number of visited candidate and
true matches, and the running time by varying the pattern
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size k from 1 to 50, where n = 100 and r = 1.0. For
larger values of k > 4, we could not run naive because its
running time exceeded the predetermined upper bound of
3000 seconds. From Fig. 3, we observe that the proposed
algorithm pruned achieves the siginificant reduction of the
number of visited candidates than naive, where the former
is at most 100 times larger than the number of true matches.
From Fig. 4, we see that the running time of naive shows
a similar behavior to the number of candidate matches in
Fig. 3. Specifically, it showed exponential growth in k as
expected from theoretical upper bound nΘ(k), while that of
pruned quickly grew up to k = 2 as same as naive and was
slowly increasing after k = 3. Hence, we can conclude that
the proposed pruning method with lower bound function is
effective for matching with large pattern size k.

Exp 3: Running time and the number of candidate
matches and true matches varying distance threshold:
In Fig. 5 and 6, we show the numbers of visited candidate
matches and true matches, and the running time by varying
distance threshold r from 0.5 to 100. Recall that the size
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Fig. 5: The number of matches varying distance threshold r ,
where n = 100 and k = 3.
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Fig. 6: The running time varying distance threshold r , where
n = 100 and k = 3.

of proteins are approximately 60 Å. From the Figure, we
observe that the reduction ratio of pruned against naive for
candidate matches as well as the running time take the max-
imum at the smallest value r = 0.5 and dissappeared at the
largest value r = 100. Thus, we can say that our branch-and-
bound technique with the proposed lower bound function is
most effective for smaller values of r .

Exp 4: MinRMSD and Running time of optimiza-
tion algorithm varying pattern size: In Fig. 7 and 8, we
show the optimum values of MinRMSD computed by the
proposed algorithm MatchFastOpt and and the running
time of three optimization algorithms by varying pattern
size k from 1 to 50, respectively. Just for comparison, we
add the result of the modified basic algorithm MatchFast,
designated as opt_pruned (r = 1) in the figure, with fixed
threshold value of r = 1.0, which is manually given by us.
Note that such a upper bound of r cannot be available in real
situation. From the Figure, we observe that our proposed
algorithm MatchFastOpt (designated as opt_adaptive) is
siginificantly faster than the naive algorithm opt_naive with-
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for optimal problem varying pattern size k from 1 to 50,
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out pruning with threshold, and still slightly faster, say 10
times faster at around r from 30 to 50, than the modified
basic algorithm opt_pruned.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the approximate 3-D point set
matching problem (APSM) with the MinRMSD score under
rotation, translation, and one-to-one correspondence. Then,
we presented, efficient branch-and-bound algorithms based
on a novel lower bound function for the MinRMSD score for
both of enumeration and optimization version of the APSM
problem. We also presented an FPT-style algorithm which
is particularly efficient for small fixed values of the size
k and radius ℓ of a pattern set and distance threshold r .
Experimental results on real protein data sets showed that
the proposed branch-and-bound algorithm was siginificantly
faster than the naive algorithm for small values of distance

threshold r .
It will be a future work to compare the proposed algo-

rithms and the existing constant approximation algorithms
such as [6,10] to study trade-off between the time and accu-
racy. We also plan to apply the proposed algorithms to real
world data sets in bioinformatics, 3D-modeling, and spatio-
temporal data. Point subset mining [4, 13] is a problem of
finding point subsets from a point data set that meet a given
criterion. Hence, it will be an interesting research problem
how to use the proposed technique to speed-up point subset
mining [4, 13].
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